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W. S. Merwin April 1, 1997 Friends went home far up the valley of this river, in the estuary of which a man from England swam at his age in time to see the late forests furring in the black remote edges of the majestic water always seemed to me that it arrived just as the evening began and by the end of summer, when the converging surface lay like one huge
mirror looking up into the pearly light that had already been tarnished by the first saffron of the sunset, on which the high oscillating trails of migrant birds flowed south, as if there was no end to them the wind fell and the tide and current for a moment seemed to hang still in balance and the creaking and thud of the tree stopped all at once, and the famous
voices died out and the smells and swings and starvation of the voyage began to sleep behind them as they lay becalmed on the reflection of their crescent and then the tide lifted their dark passage they had no name forECHOING LIGHT When I started reading I imagined that bridges had something to do with the birds and with what seemed to be cages,
but I knew they weren't cages it was supposed to fall with dusty light flashing from the tram wires and these orange places are on fire for the photos, and now really fall clear days near the sea with a little wind over the grass that yesterday was the green empty corn standing shivering and down the ghost flowers veiling the ignored fields and everywhere the
colors I can't take my eyes off all of them red even wide streams of red this season of migrants flying at night feeling the earth turning beneath them, and I woke up in the city hearing the call of the notes of plover then again and again before I slept, and here far down the river are stacked together echoing close to the shore of the long bridges opened Heard
over and over again the phrases of Shakespeare or Mozart's subtle aurora sticks, playing ones in the dark night away from ancient flocks far from the rest of the words far from the tools ThoughtCo uses cookies to provide you with a great user experience. Using ThoughtCo, you accept our use of cookies. The mood of the poem refers to the emotions caused
by the language of the poem. When poets use words to specifically instill feelings of sadness, anger, joy, or other emotion, these words contribute to the mood of the poem. Almost every poem has a mood. Robert Frost's The Road is not accepted to use words such as fair and herbal along with the opening description of yellow wood to create a certain mood:
In this case, that narrator travels through a beautiful, peaceful forest. Despite the fact that the choice of the narrator between the two paths of the tree is difficult, the tree itself soothes and soothes, and the mood of the poem is the same. It is important to know how mood from tone. In poetry, the mood refers to the emotions generated by the subject of the
poem. The tone, on the other hand, refers to the author's point of view in relation to this issue. This point of view can also be described in terms of emotions, so tone and mood are often confused. Edwin Arlington Robinson's famous poem Miniver Chivery is a perfect example of how to distinguish mood from tone. The language generated by the subject of the
poem evokes a mood of anxiety and despair. Still, Robinson's tone pokes fun at the poor despairing Miniver Chivery. Tone and mood are not always associated with the same emotions. Poetry is characterized by elements such as tone, speaker, installation, form, symbolism and sound. Although different forms of poetry, such as free verses and sonnet
forms, can be wildly different in concept, the genre is united by similar elements that have similar goals, regardless of format. Poetry is a means of linguistic expression that usually focuses on certain emotions or experiences. While poems may have different themes, formats and lengths, they can all be analyzed for specific elements. Tone is a word that
describes the general feeling of a poem and presentation. For example, a poem dedicated to mourning the death of a loved one is likely to have a sad or muted tone, while a poem about a more positive event may have a more optimistic, happy tone. The speaker of the poem is a person from the point of view of which the history of the poem is told. On the
example of a person mourning the death of a loved one, the speaker will be a person describing his feelings of loss and sadness. Some elements may be harder to define than things like tone or speaker, such as symbolism. Some verses use somewhat cryptic or confusing language to tell a story. Sometimes this language can be intended to refer to
something else, such as describing grief over loss as an impossibly heavy load that must be moved over a long distance. Stop by Mrs. Dalloway, berkeley, California, during National Poetry Month. In this nice bookstore, art gallery and garden you can pick up a free poem selected by San Francisco Bay Area poets and poetry enthusiasts. Lay a poem (or one
that you create yourself) in your pocket until Thursday, April 29, the third national poem in your pocket day. Expand and share with family, friends and classmates as poems are also read at events in parks, libraries, workplaces and schools across the country. For more information, call 510-704-8222; /www.mrsdalloways.com; This content is created and
supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You can able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io Blend Images - JGI/Jamie GrillGetty images from Christmas are just around the corner, you've probably been busy preparing your home for upcoming festivities. Prepare some
holiday snacks for your A Christmas party? Check. Trim the tree, hang stockings, and wrap garlands around the stairs? Check! Find and wrap a few gifts for mom, your husband, your best friend, and of course! Check, check and check! But you know as well as we do that the most wonderful parts of Christmas - traditions that you and your family have
cherished for years - cannot be wrapped with a beautiful bow. Here we are talking specifically about Christmas poems for children! If you are trying to impress the value of this special holiday for your children, there is no better way to do it than with a few meaningful words. (Bonus points if they rhyme, and double bonus points if they are funny or related to
deer food!) We've done all the work, so you don't have to comb out all the best Christmas poems for the kids out there and find the ones that will resonate with the younger set. From Henry Wadsworth Longfellow's timeless words about peace on Earth to Shel Silverstein's hilarious (but equally enduring) poem Snowden, there's something for almost every
child. Who knows? You can even get some inspired ideas for this year's Christmas card! Of course, if you're having trouble getting them to sit down and listen, you can always accompany your rant with a few holiday cookies, too! 1 in 18 Remember deer hang stockings. Decorate the tree. The gifts are placed perfectly. What a sight to see! Milk and cookies
came out, the kids are tucked in tightly. There's so much to do on Christmas Eve night! Before you take a repeat dream the next day, don't forget some food For friends who pull the sleigh! You see, the reindeer need snacks, too little love and fun to help Santa all night, and get an important job! -Anonymous 2 of 18 Chubby Little snowman plump little
snowmanAd carrot nose. There's a rabbit together, and what do you think? It's a hungry little rabbit looking for lunch, grabbed that snowman's nose, Nibble, nibble, crunch!-Anonymous 3 of 18 Christmas stars Golden Christmas stars shine down with a hilarious Christmas glow, and a flickering message to Yuletide in the bustling world below; They talk about
peace and goodwill The time brings to earth, Peace and goodwill all must feel This season of joy and fun.-Marie Irish 4 of 18 Five Little Deer Five Little Deer Playing in the Snow First said: Can you see my nose glow? The second said, Listen to me sing! A third said: I hear the ringing of bells. A fourth said: Let's eat the pie! The fifth said: I'm ready to fly. Then
the clomp went to their hooves and the snow fell white As five little deer flew out of sight.-Author Unknown 5 of 18 Christmas Dog Today is my first night as a watchdog, and here it is Christmas Eve. Kids sleep all snug upstairs, while I guardin' stock and tree.-Anonymous 6 of 18 Grinch (Excerpt) And The Grinch, with its Grinch-foot in the snow, stood
perplexed and perplexed, as Is that true? He came without ribbons. He came without tags. He came without bags, boxes or bags. And he puzzled and puzzled until his puzzle was sore. Then the Grinch thought of something he didn't have before. What if Christmas, he thought, doesn't come from the store? What if Christmas maybe means a little more?-Dr.
Seuss 7 of 18 Christmas Angel Oh, I wish I was an angel on the tree Oh, I would like to be an angel in the tree I would give every girl and boy a lot of Christmas world and joy Oh, I would like to be an angel on the tree-Denise Burke 8 of 18 What reminds you of Christmas? Holly's wreath hung on the door, or gifts scattered across the floor, a tall Christmas tree
with bright baubles that fills our hearts with such delight. Carols sang in the snow, the snowman is built with burning eyes, crackers pulled out, song sing, candles lit, and bells that ring. A baked turkey that tastes divine, rich fruit cake, with an iced design, No, the most important reminder of all, is the birth of a baby in a bull stall.-Ernestine Northover 9 of 18
mom makes Christmas cookies baking in the kitchen, the smell floats through the air; Mom makes Christmas with her usual cheerful flair of the House, which she cheerfully decorated, every gift she stiched with love, and we'll gather around the Christmas tree for an evening of old-fashioned fun This evening she'll be singing carols for us with the voice of her
angela, mommy makes Christmas, a true reason to rejoice.-Vicky A. Luong 10 of the 18 Snowball I made myself a snowballAs perfect, I thought I that I would keep him as a pet and let him sleep with me. I made it pajamas, and a pillow for his head, then last night he ran away, But first he had a wet bed! - Shel Silverstein 11 of 18 Christmas Long Ago Frosty
Days and Ice Still Nights, Fir Trees trimmed with tiny lights, sound of sleigh bells in the snow, It was Christmas long ago. Tykes on sleighs and cries of joy, icy windows filigree, Sugarplums and candle glow, part of Christmas long ago. Steps hidden on the stairs, sweet-voice carols in the air, stocking hangs in a row, Tell about Christmas a long time ago. Star
nights are so still and blue, Good friends calling you, life, so the fact will always be slow ... For the dream of Christmas a long time ago.-Dona M. Maroney 12 of 18 Christmas Christmas more, Than the day in DecemberThis all those things that we love to rememberIt's carolers singing familiar refrainsBright colored stockings and shiny team toyStreamers of
tinsel and glass satin ballsLaughter that rings through the house and its hallsChristmas is more than a day in DecemberIt's magic and love that we will always remember- M.E. Miro 13 of the 18 mint stick I took to lick the mint stick and it tasted delicious! It used to be on the Christmas tree but now it's in my tummy!-Anonymous 14 of the 18 Little Christmas
Carollers We're a group of carollers, We go through the frost and snow, but care isn't about the weather As on our way we go. In every hall or cottage that stands in our way, We to give to give people with best wishes throughout the day. We pray with Christmas, Made bright for Christmas to cheer, with peace, and hope and joy And they can all keep dear.
And for all those that are going to pass us on our way We have a smile and wish them a Merry Christmas.-L.A. Frank 15 of the 18 Once Upon a Christmas One Day on Christmas Day The Angels sang with joy to herald the delight of the precious Baby Boy. Their cries filled the heavens and shook the mighty Earth, and sent the shepherds in search of the
place of His glorious birth. And when they found the nursery and looked at his face, they knelt in adoration in this low and holy place. Oh, Father, fill me with the love that filled the Earth that night, the love that reaches the world and fills it with your light.-Don M. Maroni 16 of 18 Visit of St. Nicholas 'Twas the night before Christmas, when all through the house
is not a creature moving, even a mouse; Stockings were hung by the chimney with care, in the hope that St. Nicholas would soon be there; The children were all snug in their beds; While visions of sugar-plum danced in their heads; And Mom in a headscarf and I in my cap, Had just settled our brains for a long winter sleep ... - Clement Clarke Moore 17 of the
18 Reason season When eggnog generously filling every Christmas mug and siblings tour miles and miles to greet you with a hug There's hardly more I'll wish than this little prayer of peace and tranquility and blessings for much of Christmas this year. Heard the bells at Christmas I heard the bells at Christmas Their old, familiar carols play, and the wild and
sweet words repeat the world on earth, goodwill to men!-Henry Wadsworth Longfellow Longfellow
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